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Abstract: The overall performance of a scramjet inlet will decline while entering off-design mode.
Active flow control using nanosecond surface dielectric barrier discharge (NS-SDBD) can be a novel
solution to such inlet–unstart problems. NS-SDBD actuators are deployed on the surface of the
internal compression section, controlling the shock waves and the separation area. Numerical
simulations of hypersonic flows are carried out using the compressible Reynolds average Navier–
Stokes equation (RANS), along with the plasma phenomenological model which is added in as the
energy source term. Flow structures and the evolution of performance parameters are analyzed.
Results show that NS-SDBD actuators are able to increase the static pressure behind the cowl shock,
boosting the downstream total pressure. The compression effect becomes stronger while raising the
frequency or shortening the spacing between the actuators. Under the inlet–unstart conditions, the
compression wave generated by the actuator pushes the reattachment point forward, making the
separation bubble longer in length and shorter in height, which reduces the strength of the separation
shock. The results provide a numerical basis for the state control of a hypersonic inlet.

Keywords: NS-SDBD; scramjet inlet; inlet performance; active flow control; numerical simulation

1. Introduction

The flow quality of a scramjet inlet plays a crucial role in the overall performance
and safety of hypersonic vehicles. The mass flow rate and total pressure will gradually
decrease once entering off-design mode [1], such as low Mach number or high angle
of attack status. In order to change the flow structure without altering flight condition,
active flow control technology has received lots of attention in terms of boundary layer
control and shock control. Among them, boundary layer suction [2] is a typical method
for controlling boundary layer separation but will bring an additional loss of the mass
flow rate. In recent years, the study of plasma actuators has become a research hotspot
in the field of supersonic flow control. Two types of plasma actuators have been proved
efficient in providing perturbations to hypersonic flows, namely the plasma synthetic jet
(PSJ) actuator and the nanosecond pulse surface dielectric barrier discharge (NS-SDBD)
actuator. The PSJ actuator [3] generates high-speed jet flow induced by spark discharge
inside the cavity. An array of PSJ actuators is applied in order to widen the control range of
the ramp flow [4]. The NS-SDBD actuator exerts pressure perturbations to the boundary
layer or shock waves through fast heating effect [5]. Compared with the PSJ actuator, the
NS-SDBD actuator is much simpler in structural design and easier to deploy on the surface
of the hypersonic inlet, and it is able to control a wide spanwise range of supersonic flow.

A great number of experimental studies have proved the effectiveness of the SDBD
actuator in subsonic, transonic, and supersonic flow control. Claudia [6] compared the
effect of separation flow control between the alternating current surface dielectric barrier
discharge (AC-SDBD) and nanosecond pulse surface dielectric barrier discharge (NS-SDBD).
Results showed that the NS-SDBD actuator was able to generate stronger perturbations
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with the same energy input. Kimmel [7] and Shang [8] measured the downstream surface
pressure in the Mach 5 flat plate flow with the control of the SDBD actuator. They considered
that the pressure rise was related to the heating effect of plasma discharge, which increased
boundary layer displacement thickness and deflected local flow direction. Leonov [9–11]
proposed several SDBD control mechanisms through a transonic and supersonic wind
tunnel test, including boundary layer heating, surface heating, creating separation zones,
and changing shock-wave position. Nicholas [12] and Nishihara [13] studied the control
effect of a detached shock wave and oblique shock wave, finding that the compression
wave generated by the NS-SDBD actuator increased the standoff distance and shock angle.
Chen [14] studied the control effect of the NS-SDBD actuator on Mach 4 corner flow. The
experimental and numerical results showed that the nanosecond discharge enhanced
the ability of resisting an adverse pressure gradient, which shortened the length of the
separation zone. Falempin [15] carried out the experimental study of surface discharge in a
supersonic inlet. Oblique shock waves intersected at the cowl while enabling the actuator
in off-design state, which raised the mass flow rate and total pressure recovery coefficient
of the inlet. Zhang [16] improved the performance of the hypersonic inlet in off-design
mode using PSJ actuators. The research found that the plasma synthetic jet raised the local
shock angle and increased the total pressure while propagating to the downstream. Present
studies have illustrated the control effect of plasma actuators in the high-Mach-number
off-design state of the hypersonic inlets. However, the control mechanism of low Mach
number or high-attack-angle off-design mode still requires further explanation.

In terms of numerical simulation, the solution method of NS-SDBD actuation re-
sponse mainly includes the multi-physics coupling method [17,18] and phenomenological
method [19,20]. The multi-physics coupling method solves static electric field, flow field,
and plasma chemical reactions. With regard to the complex flow of the hypersonic aircraft,
the time scale of flow response is much longer than discharge process and the grid cells are
much denser near the electrode, which occupies a huge amount of computing resources.
The phenomenological method simplifies the plasma layers as space distributions of energy
or temperature according to experiment data and only solves the Navier–Stokes equation,
which aims at the fast prediction of the compression wave generated by the actuator.

In this research, a phenomenological model of the NS-SDBD actuator is built and
verified. Numerical simulations of the hypersonic inlet flow are carried out by solving
the Reynolds average Navier–Stokes (RANS) equation. The evolutions of perturbed flow
structures are analyzed. Finally, the mechanism of the NS-SDBD control under start and
unstart conditions are discussed in detail.

2. Models and Methods
2.1. Physical Models

The configuration of a two-dimensional inlet model [21] is shown in Figure 1. The
shoulder position on the lower wall was defined as the origin coordinate. Figure 2 shows
the position of the NS-SDBD actuators, two of which were activated in each case. Table 1
shows the position of the actuators, the excitation frequency, the peak voltage as well as the
input energy of each actuator. Different peak voltages were applied in order to ensure the
same input energy in Cases 1–3. The voltage rising time and pulse duration were identical
in all cases, which were tr = 7 ns and td = 50 ns, respectively.
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Figure 1. Inlet model. (a) Model size (unit: mm); (b) Computational domain. 

  

Figure 2. Positions of NS-SDBD actuators. 

Table 1. Actuating conditions. 

 Frequency X Position of Actuator 1 X Position of Actuator 2 Peak Voltage Input Energy 

Case 0  No control No control 0 0 

Case 1.1 20 kHz −0.01 m −0.006 m 14 kV 0.2227 mJ/cm 

Case 1.2 40 kHz −0.01 m −0.006 m 12.65 kV 0.2227 mJ/cm 

Case 1.3 80 kHz −0.01 m −0.006 m 11.36 kV 0.2227 mJ/cm 

Case 2 40 kHz −0.014 m −0.01 m 12.65 kV 0.2227 mJ/cm 

Case 3 40 kHz −0.01 m −0.006 m 15 kV 0.3397 mJ/cm 

2.2. Numerical Methods 

A two-dimensional unsteady Navier–Stokes equation was provided in integral form: 
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Figure 2. Positions of NS-SDBD actuators.

Table 1. Actuating conditions.

Frequency X Position of
Actuator 1

X Position of
Actuator 2 Peak Voltage Input Energy

Case 0 No control No control 0 0
Case 1.1 20 kHz −0.01 m −0.006 m 14 kV 0.2227 mJ/cm
Case 1.2 40 kHz −0.01 m −0.006 m 12.65 kV 0.2227 mJ/cm
Case 1.3 80 kHz −0.01 m −0.006 m 11.36 kV 0.2227 mJ/cm
Case 2 40 kHz −0.014 m −0.01 m 12.65 kV 0.2227 mJ/cm
Case 3 40 kHz −0.01 m −0.006 m 15 kV 0.3397 mJ/cm

2.2. Numerical Methods

A two-dimensional unsteady Navier–Stokes equation was provided in integral form:

∂

∂t

∫
Ω

WdΩ +
∮

∂Ω
(Fc − Fv)dS =

∫
Ω

QdΩ (1)

where W represents conserved quantities. Fc and Fv represent convective flux and viscous
flux, respectively. Q is the source terms. t represents flow time. The flux terms are expressed
as follows:

W =

ρu
ρv
ρE

, Fc =

ρuun + nx p
ρvun + ny p

ρHun

, Fv =

nxτxx + nyτxy
nxτyx + nyτyy
nxΘx + nyΘy

, Q =

 0
0

Pth

 (2)

where ρ is the density. u and v represent velocity along the x and y axis, respectively. un
is the velocity normal to the surface of the control volume. E and H represent the total
energy and total enthalpy, respectively. p is the static pressure. τxx, τxy, τyx, and τyy are
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shear stresses. Θx and Θy are heat transfer terms. Pth is the energy source term. nx and ny
are the components of the unit normal vector in the x and y directions, respectively.

The fast-heating effect of the NS-SDBD actuator was mainly considered, and the
plasma chemical reactions were neglected; hence, we applied the ideal gas law. Convective
flux was discretized in the second-order Roe-FDS scheme. Viscous flux was calculated
in the central difference scheme. The turbulent model was selected as SST k-ω through
comparison. The first layer grid height was 1 × 10−5 m, wall y+ ≈ 1. The second order
dual time method was applied. The time-step size was 5 × 10−9 s, iterating 20 times in
each time step.

The energy source term Pth was provided by the phenomenological method:

Pth =
EI(x, y)

EIt
·ηEd

td
(3)

EI(x, y) =
f (x)

1
l

∫ l
0 f (x)dx

· g(y)
1
h

∫ h
0 g(y)dy

(4)

EIt =
∫ l

0

∫ h

0
EI(x, y)dxdy (5)

l =
1

2.1
tr

+ 31
Up

(6)

where EI(x,y) represents the spatial energy distribution function. EIt represents the integral
of spatial distribution function in the plasma zone. Ed represents spanwise energy input
per unit length. f (x), g(y) represents horizontal and vertical radiation intensity. td is pulse
duration. η represents the proportion of injected electrical energy used for gas heating. As
is analyzed in reference [22], η ≈ 30%. The length of plasma layer l (unit: cm) is associated
with voltage rising time tr (unit: ns) and peak voltage Up (unit: kV), and the thickness of
the plasma layer h is 0.1 cm [23].

The spanwise energy input per unit length Ed as well as distribution functions f (x),
g(y) were fitted from the experiment data [24,25]:

Ed = m0Up
m1 · n1 f n2 + n0

n1 f0n2 + n0
(7)

f (x) = a0 exp
(
−(

x − a1

a2
)

2)
+ b0 exp(−(

x − b1

b2
)

2
) (8)

g(y) = c0 exp
(
−(

y − c1

c2
)

2)
+ d0 exp(−(

y − d1

d2
)

2
) (9)

The unit of Ed is mJ/cm. f represents actuating frequency (unit: Hz), where f 0 = 10 Hz.
Fitting coefficients ai, bi, ci, di, mi, and ni are provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Fitting coefficients.

i ai bi ci di mi ni

0 12.01 57.38 84.43 275.1 0.008365 7.991
1 0.06322 0.1244 0.001479 −0.1264 2.476 0.2772
2 0.07158 0.3682 0.1396 0.4499 0.4585

2.3. Verification of Methods

The nanosecond pulse discharge in quiescent air was calculated by the above method
and was compared with the result provided by the experiments [26]. The pulse waveform
is shown in Figure 3. The electrode was placed at the origin. The far-field boundary was
static atmosphere. The static pressure was 101,380 Pa. The static temperature was 288.7 K.
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Figure 3. NS-SDBD verification example. (a) Pulse waveform; (b) Computational domain.

Figure 4 compares the density gradient distribution at 14 µs after the discharge. The
flow structures contained a forward hemicylindrical shock wave, an upward planar shock
wave, and a backward expansion wave. The gas heating effect of the plasma induced a vari-
ation of density in the near-wall zone. The positions of compression waves and expansion
wave acquired by the phenomenological method fitted well with the experimental image,
which illustrates that the wave propagation speed was accurately simulated. Figure 5
shows the density distribution in the near-wall zone at 0.3 ms. The maximum error of
the numerical method was approximately 0.1% due to the neglection of the real gas effect.
The nanosecond discharge changed the components of air near the electrode, resulting in
the variation of local gas properties. However, this effect was relatively weak through the
comparison of the numerical and experimental data, indicating the feasibility of using the
ideal gas law in phenomenological simulation.
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The hypersonic inlet flow was calculated using three sets of grids. Figure 6 shows the
pressure coefficient of the internal compression section and the forepart of the isolator. It is
shown that the result provided by the medium grid almost coincided with that of the fine
grid. In order to save computing resources, the medium cell number was set in all cases.
The total cell number was 249,000.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. NS-SDBD Control in the Starting State

The baseline flow field in the starting state (inflow condition Ma∞ = 5, AOA = 5◦) is
shown in Figure 7. The incident cowl shock interacted with the boundary layer, forming a
separation bubble and expansion fan. Since the forebody shock was away from the cowl,
the inlet was in off-design state. This steady-state baseline flow was adopted as the initial
value of the NS-SDBD flow control simulation.
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Figure 8 shows the variation of the total pressure recovery coefficient of the throat
section (x = 0) with time under the frequency condition of 20 kHz. It was found that the
total pressure recovery coefficient shows a cyclical trend in the second and third excitation
period. Therefore, we focused on the variation of flow field in the third excitation period,
and the time at the third discharge was defined as t = 0 moment in this section. As is
shown in Figure 9, at the time of 1µs after the discharge, the compression wave structure
was generated around the two actuators and propagates to both sides. While t = 6 µs, the
upper edges of two compression waves intersected and raised the local pressure. At the
same time, the compression wave generated by the downstream actuator intersected with
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the cowl shock, rapidly increasing the total pressure at the throat section. While t = 19 µs,
the compression waves reached the upper wall and lifted the reflected shock, causing the
increase in static pressure around the throat section. At the time of 35 µs, the pressure
perturbation propagated to the downstream of the isolator, and the flow field around the
throat basically recovered to the state before the discharge.
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Figure 9. Contours of pressure coefficient after the discharge (f = 20 kHz).

Figure 10 shows the pressure coefficient gradient distribution on the lower wall of the
inlet. Compared with the uncontrolled condition, the forward compression wave caused
the rise in the local adverse pressure gradient, whereas the backward compression wave
reduced the adverse pressure gradient of the separation zone before the shoulder point.
Therefore, the discharge moved the separation point forward and reduced the strength of
separation shock.
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The influence of actuator parameters on the total pressure recovery coefficient at the
throat section was studied by changing the frequency and actuator position, which is shown
in Figure 11. With the rise in the discharge frequency, the ratio of disturbance duration
to flow time increased, indicating a more continuous control effect. Under the condition
of discharge frequency f = 80 kHz, the time averaged total pressure increased by 0.65%,
and the peak total pressure increased by 2.37% compared with baseline flow. Providing
there was the same energy input, the initial total pressure changed with the discharge
frequency because of the desynchrony between discharge period and flow recovery time,
which can be further explained by analyzing the variation of pressure and Mach number
in a single excitation period, as illustrated in Figure 12. In Case 1.2, the first compression
wave generated by the downstream actuator reached the throat section at t = 0.2 T and
interacted with the second compression wave at t = 0.3 T, creating a pressure increase
as well as Mach number reduction in the middle part of the section. The plasma region
induced a high-pressure zone and a low-pressure zone which moved downstream along
the wall, reducing the flow speed at t = 0.2 T while starting to accelerate it at t = 0.3 T.
From t = 0.3 T to t = 0.6 T, the static pressure started to recover at the center part, while
the low Mach number zone propagated upward. At the moment of the next discharge,
the local Mach number had not recovered to the baseline state; therefore, the initial and
peak total pressure depended on the relative strength of the Mach number reduction effect
and pressure recovery effect. In Case 1.3, the proportion of pressure recovery time was
smaller than the other cases, and the low Mach number zone had relatively less time to
propagate, resulting in a higher initial total pressure. The peak value of total pressure
in Case 1.3 was lower than that in Case 1.1 and Case 1.2 due to the remaining effect of
near-wall Mach number reduction at the arrival time of the compression wave. Compared
with Case 1.2, the actuators in Case 2 (with the same frequency) were farther apart, and
the compression perturbations generated by the two actuators did not intersect at the
throat section, resulting in no additional pressure jump; hence, the peak total pressure was
relatively low.

In order to assess the efficiency of the NS-SDBD control, here we defined the total
input energy intensity ei = N·Ed·S N is the number of actuators. Ed is the input energy per
unit spanwise length. S is the area of plasma region. In Case 1.2, the ratio of maximum
increment of mass-flow weighted total pressure to total input energy intensity was 0.759
at the throat section. The ratio of total input energy intensity to mass-flow weighted total
pressure (at the throat section) was 0.031.
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Figure 13 compares the time averaged pressure ratio at different cross-section positions.
With the rise in discharge frequency, the pressure perturbation time ratio increased. In
Case 1.2, the maximum pressure ratio increased by 11.6% compared with that in the baseline
flow field. The pressure-boost effect became stronger as the compression wave spread
downstream, and the maximum increment happened at x = 2 mm. The dual compression
wave interaction makes the pressure ratio in Case 1.2 slightly higher than that in Case 2.
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3.2. NS-SDBD Control in Unstarting State

The converged steady flow field in starting state (Ma∞ = 5, AOA = 5◦) was used as the
initial flow field, while the attack angle was increased to 6◦ in order to simulate the unstart
process. As shown in Figure 14, the separation bubble generated by the adverse pressure
gradient gradually moved forward from the shoulder point. At 5.15 ms, after the change of
attack angle, the highest point of the separation bubble reached the cowl section, forming a
normal shock wave, which led to a significant decrease in the mass flow rate coefficient
and total pressure recovery coefficient. At this moment, the actuator was turned on for
flow control.
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Figure 15 compares the inlet flow field at 50 µs (f = 40 kHz) after the discharge with
that in the uncontrolled state. The compression wave generated by the actuator raised the
pressure in the reattachment zone, pushing the reattachment point forward, meanwhile
decreasing the height of the separation bubble and extending its length. The separation
shock angle was decreased from 7.9◦ to 7.1◦ with the forward movement of separation
shock. Furthermore, the strength of the normal cowl shock was reduced, and the mass
flow rate of inlet was recovered by 11.67% at the throat section compared with that at the
moment of the first excitation. It can be seen from Figure 16 that the separation point was
pushed forward slightly while the intensity of the separation shock was reduced under the
condition of nanosecond discharge. With the increase in input energy, the compression
wave became stronger, leading to a higher pressure rise in front of the reattachment zone.
The total pressure coefficient at the cowl section was increased by 0.68% under the condition
of 52.5% input energy increment.
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4. Conclusions

In this article, numerical simulations are carried out based on the RANS method and
plasma phenomenological model. The control effects of the NS-SDBD actuator on the
off-design flow field of a scramjet inlet are analyzed. The main findings are as follows:

1. In the starting state of the inlet, the intersection of compression wave and cowl shock
wave provide an increase in the total pressure recovery coefficient, and boosts the
pressure ratio of the internal compression section as well. The maximum increments of
total pressure recovery coefficient and pressure ratio are 2.37% and 11.6%, respectively;

2. If the two actuators are placed closely (with a horizontal coordinate spacing of 4 mm),
the intersection of compression waves generated by the two actuators will provide an
additional increase in peak total pressure;

3. Under the unstarting condition, the NS-SDBD actuation makes the separation point
and reattachment point move forward, meanwhile decreasing the separation shock
angle and recovering mass flow rate coefficient.

This study indicates that the control mechanisms of the NS-SDBD actuator between
inlet starting and unstarting state are not exactly the same. In the starting state, the
backward compression wave generated by the actuator is mainly utilized in order to
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improve the downstream performance parameters. While in the unstarting state, the
forward compression wave is the main factor to control the upstream separation bubble.
Therefore, the position of the actuator should be reasonably arranged according to the
position of the separation bubble as well as the shock structure around the cowl section.
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